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I Dream in Another Language
Mexico, 2017
Available on Kanopy!
https://scranton.kanopy.com/video/i-dream-another-language

“The last two speakers of a language haven't spoken to each other for 50 years. A linguist will undertake the challenge of convincing them to talk again, so he could record their language.”

Guarani
Paraguay/Argentina, 2015
Available on Kanopy!
https://scranton.kanopy.com/video/guarani

“Part road movie and part coming-of-age drama, this film portrays two generations of Paraguayans whose views of the world seem centuries apart. The film follows fisherman Atilio as he travels with his granddaughter, lara.”

Southern District
Bolivia, 2011
Available on the University Digital Library!
http://www.digitaliafilmlibrary.com/film/338/southern-district

“La Paz’s Zona Sur neighborhood houses Bolivia’s elite class. In an adobe-tile-roofed castle, a statuesque matriarch reigns over her spoiled offspring and indigenous servants. But social change, however unwelcome, is on its way.”